
Functionality exclusive to CGM LABDAQ

Compared to older versions of the software including LabDAQ 4, 
CGM LABDAQ represents a marked improvement inside and out. 
Building upon a modern .NET architecture and relying on a trusted 
MS-SQL database, CGM LABDAQ offers many improvements beyond 
its intuitive and customizable user interface.

Chief among these improvements is the functionality afforded by five 
exclusive software options: LAB IQ, Inventory Management, Workflow 
Management, Document Management, and Specimen Storage.

Better serve clients and patients

With the options available exclusively for CGM LABDAQ, you will be 
able to offer superior service today and into the future as your facility 
grows.

• Analyze trends and productivity

• Streamline your inventory intake and removal

• Simplify multi-step workflows

• Better maintain CLIA compliance

• Easily locate specimens for retesting or outsourcing

EXCLUSIVE 
SOFTWARE OPTIONS
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Lab IQ

Allow users to view laboratory performance metrics in a user-friendly dashboard 
that eliminates manual processes and offers business insight through advanced 
analytics and reporting.

Available dashboards include Monthly Panel Trends, Lab Tech Productivity, TAT 
Analysis, and more.

Inventory Management

Increase efficiency by facilitating the quick intake and removal of inventory.

Lab inventory is searchable and quickly accessible, which saves time and reduces 
errors and waste. Users are alerted when inventory is low or nearing expiration. 
Users can quickly determine reagents used for each test and obtain all accessions 
associated with a given reagent lot.

Workflow Management

Simplify workflows where multiple intermediate steps, with or without results, are 
part of an overall process to generate a reportable result.

Users can easily determine what steps for various workflows are pending and 
quickly build plate maps, alleviating manual documentation and processes.

Document Management

Assist with attaining and maintaining CLIA compliance.

Users can document approval and review of documentation and ensure the most 
recent documentation is available to all users. This option is web-based so that 
documents may be accessed by remote users.

Specimen Storage

Track the storage location of specimens following testing.

Users can quickly find stored specimens for retesting or to send to other facilities 
for additional testing.
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Contact us
to learn more

1.800.359.0911 opt. 3

sales.lab.us@cgm.com
cgm.com/labdaq

mailto:sales.lab.us%40cgm.com?subject=Exclusive%20CGM%20LABDAQ%20Options
https://www.cgm.com/labdaq

